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Loose Wall Slats Fitting Instructions

The following instructions are for installing the Cheshire Mouldings WPKT15, 16, 17  
Loose Wall Slats Kit. 

WPKT15, 16, 17 Loose Wall Slats Kits offer you the flexibility of spacing the slats to your personal 
preference. Whether that is closer together or further apart, the choice is yours.

They also offer the added benefit of choosing the wall colour behind.

If you have any queries please contact our technical helpline on (0800) 085 3475.

Please note
All components should be inspected BEFORE installation commences for any damage, as  
Cheshire Mouldings cannot be held responsible for any damage caused during installation, 
We do not recommend the use of a sharp blade to open the packaging as this may damage the product 

Tools required
Tape measure, pencil, adhesive, nail gun, saw & spirit level.

Preparation
Before you install, ensure that the wall is clean and smooth and remove any nails or screws etc.

If you are drilling and inserting screws into the wall or using a nail gun, we recommend that you use a  
pipe & cable detector first to identify and mark these locations onto the wall so you can fix around them.

Important Information

Kit contains:

4x Loose slats 2.4m



Loose Wall Slats Fitting Instructions

Fig.1To re-create the vertical panelling design similar to front cover 
picture, we used 76 slats (which equates to 19 kits) with a 14mm gap 
between each slat which gave a coverage length of 2950mm.  
Slats were cut to random lengths.

Please note – if you are considering painting the wall, it is easier to 
do so before the panelling is installed

To fix
Run a small bead of adhesive along back face of slat. Offer to wall 
and press firmly. Check square using spirit level. Fix using a nail gun 
(Fig 1).

Use a spacer to ensure the gaps between slat lengths are 
consistent.

Once all slats are installed, fill all nail holes using a coloured filler 
that matches the colour of your chosen slats.

For more complex installs, draw your preferred design onto the 
wall then use the design you have drawn as a template to cut the 
correct angles/lengths. 



Technical Helpline:  
Freephone  
0800 085 3475


